
  MARCH 

 Morning  
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By Erin Waters 



What You Get 
(4) The Write Stuff: Answer seasonal prompts that focus on St. 
Patrick’s Day, March Madness, Weather, and Read Across the Country 
themes. 
(4) Hidden Gems: Use the picture to find the Bossy ‘E’ words hidden in 
the string of letters; contains long A, long I, long O, and long U words. 
(4) Scrambled Sentences: Recreate seasonal sentences that focus on 
St. Patrick’s Day, March Madness, Weather, and Read Across the 
Country themes. 
(4) Order it Up!: Given guidelines (count by 2, 5, 10/greatest to least/
etc.), arrange numbers in the correct order. 
(4) Math Matters: Math review that features even and odd, fact 
families, story problems, and more! 
 
 
**Every month, the content breakdown of my morning work packs are 
roughly 1/3 math, 1/3 writing & word work, & 1/3 sight words. 
 
**Each page contains “Go the Extra Mile,” which is an extra task for 
fast finishers! 

 



Fill in the missing blanks for this fact family: 5, 6, 11 
 

____+ 5=11    6+____=11       11-____=6    11-____=5 

Circle the even numbers. Cross out the odd numbers. 
 

17   32  15   14   39  20  74 
Fill in the missing addend: 

 

6+____=12  4+____=8      3+ ____=6     2+____=4 
 
 

   
 

Solve this story problem: 
The blue team scored 9 points. Then, they scored 2 more. After 
that, they scored 5 more points. How many points does the blue 
team have altogether? 
 

Draw it: 
 
 
 
Write it: 
 

   
 

Name:______________ 

Go the Extra Mile! 
On the back of your paper, create fact family number sentences for 2, 4, and 6. Draw 
pictures to go along with each number sentence! 
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Write the numbers in order from greatest to least: 
 
78, 35, 63, 
20, 83, 42, 

19 

92, 50, 64, 
24, 21, 12,  

17 

90, 25, 53, 
92, 48, 20, 

22 

11, 10, 48, 
58, 69, 32, 

12 

12, 34, 40, 
61, 43, 76, 

83 

84, 20, 45, 
65, 82, 44, 

12 

Write the numbers in order from least to greatest: 
 

Name:______________ 

Go the Extra Mile! 
On the back of your paper, draw a picture of you during your favorite weather. Write a 
sentence about it! 
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Unscramble the sentences below. Write the words in the 
correct order. 
 
1.  win will We game. the 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
2. ball Pass the me. to 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
3. fun. so is Playing 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
4. Did see you pass? my 
 
_______________________________________________ 

 
Write your own scrambled sentence using words from the word 

wall: 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
Can a friend solve it? 
_______________________________________________ 

Name:______________ 

Go the Extra Mile! 
On the back of your paper, choose a word from the word wall. Scramble it and ask a friend 
to solve it! 
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__________________ __________________ 

__________________ __________________ 

__________________ 

poietunelkasdfue eigjamaiepduneq 

tunabiejuneqwert mghjlkputubeqwe 

wjmuleqirtyvbzmz cubewitlbmaurqo 

__________________ 

Find and circle the long vowel word that matches the picture. Write 
the word below the box on the line.  

Go the Extra Mile! 
On the back of your paper, make a list of words or pictures of things that rhyme with “mule.” 
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Name:______________         



Are you lucky? Why? 
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________ 

Go the Extra Mile! 
On the back of your paper, draw a picture of your lucky charm. Write a sentence about it! 
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Name:______________         



Thank You! 
Thank you for downloading my March Morning Work Pack! If 

you enjoy this product, please make sure to check out my other 
morning work packs and additional products in my TPT store, 

my Facebook page, and my blog, The Watering Hole, for 
freebies! 

Please remember to leave thoughtful feedback so that you can 
earn those valuable TPT credits to use on future purchases! 

Thanks! 

 

@
Thank you  

to the following beautifully talented clip 
artists for the images featured in this product: 


